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In [H-U], Huneke and Ulrich defined a class of non-trivial deviation 
two Gorenstein ideals, which were the first large class of such ideals to be 
defined. These ideals were subsequently studied by Kustin [Kl] and he 
constructed the minimal resolutions for these ideals. In this paper, we con- 
struct an algebra structure on the minimal resolutions of the cyclic modules 
defined by these ideals. 
Throughout this paper R will denote a commutative noetherian local 
ring with maximal ideal m and Z, an ideal of R. A free resolution 
F:- . ..- F,,- " F,-,- 
. ..- F,- R-R/I-O 
of R/Z is called minimal if d(F) s m F. F is said to have an algebra structure 
if the differential graded R-module F = @ ir 0 Fi admits a multiplication 
F x F + F which gives F the structure of an associative commutative 
differential graded R-algebra. 
Let F be the minimal resolution of R/Z. I is called Gorenstein if F,, = R 
and F, = 0 for m > n, where grade Z= n. The deviation of Z is the minimal 
number of generators of I minus the grade of I. Thus, the ideals of devia- 
tion zero are complete intersections and in this case, the minimal resolution 
is the well known koszul complex which has an algebra structure (the 
exterior algebra). Kunz [KZ] has shown that a Gorenstein ideal cannot 
have deviation one. All grade 3 Gorenstein ideals [B-E-3] and grade four 
Gorenstein ideals [K-M] have minimal algebra resolutions. In fact, all 
grade three Gorenstein ideals are ideals generated by the (n - 1) order pfaf- 
Iians of an n x n alternating matrix. A Gorenstein ideal of grade R is called 
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trivial if it is a hypersurface section of a Gorenstein ideal of grade g - 1. All 
deviation two Gorenstein ideals of grade four are trivial [H-M, V-V]. 
The first known class of non-trivial deviation two Gorenstein ideals are 
those defined by Huneke and Ulrich [H-U], which can be described as 
follows: Let X be a 2n x 2n generic alternating matrix and Y a generic 
1 x 2n matrix over R. Then Z, = I,( YX) + (Z’s(X)). Z,, is of grade 2n - 1 and 
is in the linkage class of complete intersection. It can be shown 
(Corollary 2.8) that the assumption of X and Y being generic is not 
necessary. That is, even if X and Y are not generic, the ideals I,, = 
Zi( YX) + (Pf(X)) are Gorenstein and of deviation two, provided that the 
grade Z, = 2n - 1. We call all ideals of odd grade g, given as above, by 
an alternating matrix X of order g + 1 and a 1 x (g + 1) matrix Y, 
Huneke-Ulrich ideals. In codimension five [L], these are essentially, all 
the non-trivial deviation two Gorenstein ideals which are in the linkage 
class of complete intersection. 
In view of the fact that there are cyclic modules which do not possess 
any minimal algebra resolutions [AV], one may ask the following. Do the 
cyclic modules defined by ideals in the linkage class of a complete inter- 
section have a minimal algebra resolution? Avramov, Kustin, and Miller 
[A-K-M, K-M-21 have answered this in the affirmative if the ideal is 
linked in one step or Gorenstein and linked in two steps to a complete 
intersection. In view of Lopez’s [L] result, our Theorem 6.3 gives an 
affirmative answer to the question in the case of deviation two, grade live 
ideals. In general our result exhibits a non-trivial class of licci ideals whose 
cyclic modules do possess minimal algebra resolutions. 
After establishing the notations, definition of Huneke-Ulrich ideals and 
some preliminary results in Section 1, we construct a minimal algebra 
resolution (Theorem 2.7, and Definitions 3.1, 3.4) for Huneke-Ulrich devia- 
tion two Gorenstein ideals in Sections 2 and 3 explicitly. This we do by first 
constructing an algebra structure on a non-minimal resolution F. We then 
“restrict” it to the minimal resolution using Theorem 6.1, which gives a suf- 
ficient condition for an algebra structure on a non-minimal resolution to 
induce one on the minimal resolution. Some useful results on multilinear 
algebra are developed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 are mainly devoted to 
proving that the multiplication defined in Section 3 does indeed give an 
algebra structure on the minimal resolution of the Huneke-Ulrich devia- 
tion two ideals. We close with an intriguing binomial identity. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a commutative noetherian local ring. F is a free R-module of 
rank 2n and F* is the dual of F. The diagonal map A: A F + A F6 A F 
isthemapofalgebrasgivenby,foraEF,A(a)=a~l+lOaEAF8AF. 
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Let e,, e2, . . ..e., be a basis for F*. Choose rl= e, A e2 A . .. A e,, and 
t=el*Ae2*A ... r\e,*, as orientations for F and F*, respectively. If 
I= (i,, . ..) i,) is an ordered t-tuple of positive integers less than or equal to 
2n, then e, denotes the element ei, A ei, A . . . A ei, E A’ F and e: denotes 
ez r\ ... A etEA’F*. 
The algebra A F and A F* are graded modules over each other [B-E-3], 
so that c(q)= (-1)“~ R. For a, cc/j F; be A F*, u(b)(c) denotes 
(u(b))(c). Further A F is an algebra with divided powers and for a E A F of 
even degree, for any integer t 2 0, the divided power a’/~! is denoted by a”‘. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An ideal I, of R of grade 2n - 1 is called a 
Huneke-Ulrich ideal if there exist 4 E A’ F and YE F*, such that Z, = 
Y(4)(F*) + c@“(5). 
Remark 1.2. We will see later, in Corollary 2.8, that if 4 E A’ F and 
YE F* are such that the ideal Z,,= Y(q5)(F*)+qS’“‘(<) has grade 2n- 1, 
then I,, must necessarily be Corenstein and of deviation 2. 
Now, let X= (A+) be a 2n x 2n generic alternating matrix and Y a generic 
1 x 2n matrix. The pfaffran of X is a polynomial Pf(X) in xij such that 
(Pf(X))* =determinant of X. Consider the ring S=Z[X, YJ Huneke and 
Ulrich [H-U] have shown that the ideal J,, generated by the entries of the 
matrix YX, together with the pfaffian of X is a non-trivial deviation two 
Gorenstein prime ideal of grade 2n - 1. Suppose F is a free S-module of 
rank 2n with basis e, , e,, . . . . e,, and P* its dual with the dual basis 
e f, e:, . . . . e 2*,, and orientation l=er A ef A ... A e&. If we let $= 
Cz j,i,j=, xqei A ej and y=xz r yie*, then J, is precisely the ideal 
~@U’*) + $‘“‘(5 ). 
Thus J,, is a Huneke-Ulrich deviation 2 Gorenstein ideal. Further, all 
such ideals are specializations of the ideal J, of the generic case. To see 
this, let I,, be a Huneke-Ulrich deviation two Gorenstein ideal of grade 
2n-1 given by ~$E:/\~F and YEF *. Let d=xiCiuijei r\ej and Y= 
C& 1 b,e,*. Define s: S + R by s(xii) = uV and s(y,) = bi for all i and j. Then 
s(F) = F@, R = F, s(P) = Y, ~(7) = (5, and hence s(J,) = I,. Henceforth, 
“will always denote the generic case. So, ii = S, 7, = J,. Let Y(d) = g E F, 
so that Z, = g(F*) + $‘“)(<). 
Finally, recall that for any integer n and r, 
n 0 n! r = r! (n - r)! if nar>O 
=o if r<O or O<n<r 
=(-1)’ (‘-T-l) if n<O. 
In particular, ( ;‘) = ( - 1)’ for ali r 3 0. 
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2. THE MINIMAL RESOLUTION OF R/Z,, 
We will define a complex F which resolves R/I,, giving a non-minimal 
resolution of R/Z,,. The minimal resolution M will then be obtained as a 
subcomplex of F. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given 4 E A2 F and t, a positive integer, Qt = Q,: 
AF-,AF* is an R-module homomorphism defined as follows. For 
aeA’F, 
f- 1 
et(a)= 1 (-l)n+l+i(j+lW 
i+ jeven 
j=O 
i+j n--- 
2 
t-i-l 
2 
1 
1 
p(i+i)m A a((). 
REMARK 2.2. (i) Clearly, Q,(a) =0 if deg a = i> t, since in that case 
t-i-l<O. 
(ii) Q,(a) G Qfn’Jfp ‘32n-‘I /j,J F* 0 A(‘n-dega) F*. 
ProoJ We note that $(nP(i+i)‘2) A a(t)EAjF* and that t>dega=i. 
Ifj>2n-t, then (t-i-1)/2>n-(i+j)/2-1. Hence whenj>2n-t, 
i+j 
n---l 
2 
i, i 
t-i-l 
=o 
2 
unless n - (i + j)/2 - 1 = - 1. 
But, n-(i+j)/2-l= -l*j=2n-i. So, 
1-l 
c 
j=O 
i+j --- 
2 
t-i-l 
2 
i+j 
min(r-1,2n-r) n---l 
= c 
j=O 
* +f-l i r f~5(~-(~+~)“) A a(t) +_ a(<) 2 
minjt-1,2n--r} 
E 0 AjF*@A’“--F*. 1 
j=O 
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We will first construct the resolutions ‘F and & in the generic case. Let 
F, 8, F, 2 = y(‘(7) be as before., 
DEFINITION 2.3. 
F= . . . - F ,d’-Ft- l’ . ..-F.-ii 
is the complex, where 
p*=/yP*@l\‘-‘&/j\ -‘F*o . . . 
= & AiF;* ‘6’ Aij? 
i=O i=O 
i+tevcn i+rodd 
and &‘, = F, + F, 1 is given by 
G4 = t?(a), aEl\‘F* 
=E(a)+ F A a, aEl\‘F*, i-c t 
=(-l)r+1C~~41+Q,~4, aEl\‘- 1 F, 
=(-l)‘+l [@)+g A a]+Q,(u), if aEA\‘F,i<t-1. 
The terms y A a and 2 A a are dropped in the top degrees, namely t 
and t - 1, respectively. It can be seen by direct computations that (F, a) 
is a complex and H,(a) = i?//?,,. For any element a E F = 0, ,O p, c 
A P*@A P has 2 gradings. degr(u) denotes the degree in the graded 
module F and deg a denotes the degree in the exterior algebra. Thus for 
a~ Ai PC F,, deg a = i, and degr(a) = t. 
DEFINITION 2.4. fi is the complex 
o- Mz,-I---+ a, - . ..- iv,---+ iv,_, 
- . ..-Ml-R. 
where 
ii?, = F,, O<t<n 
=R-, -1, t>n 
and 2, = a, on P, restricted to li;r,. 
LEMMA 2.5. & in Definition 2.4 is well-defined and is minimal in the 
sense d(fi) E mfi, where m = (X, Y)S. 
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Proof: Since, for t > n, 
I@, c pl for all t. Further by Remark 2.2 and definition of a,, Q,(&, n A F) 
GA, -1, &(I@,) E et. , . Hence z* restricted to fi, makes fi a subcomplex 
ofF.Also,ifa~//\‘~cfi,thendega=i<min{t,2n-t-1). 
Ifj<min{t-1, 2n-t}, then i+j<2n. Thus for all a~/j\‘Fifi,, 
P z+iPJ // @)cmA’F* 
for allj< min{ t - 1, 2n - t}. Hence Q,(u) ~rnfi, 1 for all t. Since all other 
maps in at are minimal, this proves that the complex & is minimal. n 
The exactness of F and i@ follows once we identify them as complexes F 
and M in [K]. 
This we do via the isomorphism T: F* -+ p, where T(eT) = ei for all i. It 
is then clear that the free modules in the complexes F and fi are 
isomorphic to those in F and M of [K], respectively. With some work 
(using the identities in 4), it can be seen that the maps are the same. So F 
and I@ are isomorphic to F and M in [K]. Thus by theorem of [K] we 
get 
THEOREM 2.6. F and fi are exact. Further, H,(p) = H,,(a) = Rjrp and 
fi is the minimal resolution of R//7,,. 
Now, let Z, be a Huneke-Ulrich deviation 2 ideal of R, given by a free 
module F, q5 E A’ F, YE F*. Let s: R -+ R be the specialization of j? to R, 
where s(s)=~$, s(P)= Y. Let F= F@R R and M= @QR R be specializa- 
tions of F and a, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let I,, he a Huneke-Ulrich deviation Iwo Gorenstein ideal 
given by 4 E A’ F and YE F*. Then M is the minimal free resolution of R/I,. 
Proof (fi, &I,, is the minimal resolution of 7, of a in the generic case. 
Further, 7, is prime and Gorenstein [H-U]. Hence by [B-E-l-S-l], the 
radical of the fitting ideals, m = 7, for all t. Also, if rank a, = r,, then 
for all t. But depth Z,, 2 2n - 1 by hypothesis. Thus depth m > 2n - 1. 
By the exactness criterion [B - E - 11, M is exact. fi 
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COROLLARY 2.8. The ideal Z, = g(F*) +#“‘(<) is Gorenstein of devia- 
tion two for all q5 and Y, provided grade Z, 2 2n - 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, A4 is the minimal free resolution of Z,, length 
of A4 = 2n - 1 and M,, _ i = R. So Z, is Gorenstein. Z, has deviation two 
because rank M1 = rank F+ 1 = 2n + 1 = grade Z, + 2. 1 
3. DEFINITION OF THE MULTIPLICATION ON R/Z, 
Let 4, Y, g = Y(d), and F be as before and Z, = g(F*) + #“‘(<). We will 
first define a multiplication CL: F + F and for any a, be F, we write a-b or 
ab for p(a, b). It is enough to define p on the basis elements. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The multiplication p is determined by the following 
rules. Let a, b E F G A F@ r\ F*. 
(1) If a, brsA F, a.b=O. 
(2) Ifa, bE/\F*withaE//\‘F*EF,,bEAjF*EF,deline 
a.b= 
This is well defined because a E Ai F* c F, implies t - i is even and 
similarly b E A’ F* E F, implies s - j is even. 
It only remains to define a. b when one of them is in A F and the other 
in A F*. We will define a ‘b where a E A F and b E A F*. 
In view of (2), A F* c F is generated as a divided power algebra over R 
by the basis E = {e:, e:, . . . . e,*,,h} where e*EF*zF, and h=lEF,; 
so that deg, h = 2. Order E by setting e: < e: < . .. < e& -=c h. Now let 
aE/\‘F’EF,. 
(3) If b=e*EF,, 
a.b= -e*(a h &(t--i+1)/2 )+e*(a)EA\‘FOA\‘-’ FEF,,,. 
(4) If b=h=lEF, 
> 
a-(n-t- lJa h d((‘--i+l)/2) 
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(5) If ~E~\~F*EF,,, then 
h=rh, .h,... h,,rER,h,E~,,andh,dh?d ... <bh,. 
Then 
ah=( . ..((ah.)h*)...)h,EF, iS. 
(6) Finally if h E A F and a E A F*, we define 
u.h=(-1) dw(a) .degdh) /, . a. 
Definition 3.1 gives a multiplication on F. The multiplication is clearly 
graded commutative by rules (1 ), (2), and (6). We will now proceed to 
show that this multiplication is associative. To begin with, Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3 establish that the order in which his are multiplied in (5), does not 
matter. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let aE/j’FcF,. If h=hcF,, c=eeF*, then (ab)c= 
(ac)b. 
Proof 
(ab)c = K t-i-l n--t+- 2 > a-(n-t-l)a*~(‘-‘+‘)/* C, 1 by rule (4) 
t-i-l = 
[( 
- n-t+- 
> 
eta * 4 
((r+* -i+1)/2) 
2 ) 
+(n-t-l)e(ar\ ~JS((~-~+~)‘~)A f$) 
-tn-t- lJeta A b((l -ifI)!*)) 
( t-i-l + n-t+- 2 > 1 e(a) y by rule (3) 
)[(n-t-l)(f+y-(n-t+J+)] 
- (n - t - 1) e(a * (p- i+ ‘P) 
( 
t-i-l 
)+ n-t+- 
2 > 1 e(a) 
= e(a A p -i+ 3v2))fn - t - 2) 
t-i+1 ( > 2 
-(n-t-l)e(a A d((f--i+1)/*))+ 
( 
n-t+!.+! 
> 
e(a). 
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On the other hand applying rules (3) and (4) in that order, 
(ac)b = [ -e(a A q5((t-i+ l)‘*)) + e(a)]b 
+ (n - t - 2) e(u h Q)((‘- ‘+‘)/*)) A qb 
- (n-t-l)+(t+l~f-l))e(uA~((~-i+l)i*)) ( 
-(n-t-l)e(ar\@+ i+‘““)+(n-t+~)e(u)], 
Thus (ab) c = (uc)b. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf uE/\‘FGF,, b=e,?EFl, c=ezEF,, then 
(ub)c = - (uc)b. 
Proof: Applying rule (3) repeatedly, we get 
(ub)c = -ez(e:(U) A tjcct -i+3)‘2)) + ez(e:(a A q$((‘-i+1)/2)) A 4) 
- ez(ej+(u A d((‘-‘+ l)/*))) + ez(eT(u)) 
= -eT A ez(a A ($((l-i+3)/2) 
)( 
‘-i+ ‘) 
+ e: A eX(u A q5((r-i+ ‘)12)) - e: A e;(u). 
Clearly, (ub)c= -(uc)b as e: A ez = -ez A e,?. 
LEMMA 3.4. If UE/~\‘FEF,, bEl\jF*EF.y, and b=b,b2...bk where 
bi E E, then ah = ((ub,)b,) . .’ b,, even if bi E E are not in ascending order 
with respect to the ordering on E, defined in 3.1. Hence we cun omit the 
parentheses. 
Proof. Follows from repeated applications of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 1 
As a result of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we now have closed forms for ub if 
u E A F and b E A F* are basis elements. We record these as Corollaries 3.5, 
3.6 for future reference. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let a E Ai Fc F,. If b E r\“F* c F,y, then 
a.b= 
5 - I 
,;, (-l)dS+l)/2+k+l /,(a ,, ,$(+-i+1)/2+k)) 
i 
t-i-l 
----+k 
2 
k 
+(-I) s(s+ I)/2 Qa) 1 . 
COROLLARY 3.6. If a E Ai F c F,, b = 1 E I;,, s even, then 
a-b= 
i 
t-i-l 
-----+k 
2 
k 
Both corollaries can be proved by induction on s, the deg, b. The details 
are omitted. Now we return to the associativity of the multiplication. 
THEOREM 3.7. The multiplication p: F x F -+ F defined in 3.1 is 
associative on F. 
ProoJ Let a E Ft, b E F,, and c E F, be basis elements in F. Since ab = 0 
for any a, bc A F, it sufices to prove (ab)c=a(bc) in two cases: (i) a, b, 
CE A F* and (iii) aEA F, b, CE A F*. 
(i) If aEA\‘F*EF,, bEIh\jF*EF,, and CEA~F*~F,, then it is 
easy to see that 
t+s+r-i-j-k 
abc = aAbr\c. 
--- 
Hence (ab)c = a(bc). 
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(ii) Now let a E Ai FS F,, b, c E A F* be basis elements of F. Then 
b= blb2... b, and c = c1 c2.. . c, where 
b,, ci E E= (e:, . . . . e:,, h = 1 E F,}, for all i. 
a(bc) = a(b, . ..‘b.c,c, . ..c.,,). 
By Lemma 3.4, 
u(bc)=(( ..-(( ~~~((abl)b2)~~~)b,)c1~~~)c,,,) 
= (ab)c. 
This proves that p is associative on F. 1 
To define a multiplication on M, we observe that i: M-, F, the inclusion 
splits as a map of complexes. However, the trivial projection p: F + M, 
given by p(a) = 0 if u is homogeneous and a q! M and p(u) = a if a E M is 
not a map of complexes. For, if a E A\” F* s F,, p(u) = 0, but p(d,(u)) = 
d,(u) # 0. The complex map F +” A4 which gives the necessary splitting for 
‘i’ is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.8. For all t 2 0, 71’: F, + F, is given by 
n’(u) = u if UEM, oruE/\F 
=(-l)+‘)‘2+n (d,+,(u(q))-u(v])*)+u if UEA I;*, u$M,; 
where u(q)* E A F* is obtained via F-+ F* which takes ei to e* for all i. 
Define rc: F,+ M, by rt=po~‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. TC is a map of complexes and ~0 i = id,, so that i: 
M + F splits us a map of complexes. 
Proof. Let G, = F, for all t and let a be an arbitrary homogeneous 
element in G,. Define g,: G, --, G,- r by 
g,(a) = d,(a), if UEM, 
* =u ) if ue/\F,u$M, 
= 0, if u+M,,u~l\F*. 
Clearly, g, + 1 0 g, = 0. Hence G = @ I a0 G, is a complex. 
CLAIM d. F, + I;, = G, gives an isomorphism of complexes F and G and 
hence, in particular, is a map of complexes. 
481/137/2-13 
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Proof of Claim. We first show that z’ is an isomorphism. Define (x’)) ‘: 
G, + F, for any homogeneous a E G,, by 
(7~‘) -’ (a) = a, if aeM, or /jF 
=d,+ ,(a*), if aE/J F*, a#M(. 
Then clearly rc’o (7~‘))~ and (rt’))’ 0 z’ are identity on M, and A F. We just 
need to check for aEl\ F*, a$M,. 
LetaE~\‘F*,a~M,,sothatt3i>2n-t-landtBnandt-iiseven. 
Then 
~‘t(C’ (a)) = z’td,+ I(a*)) 
=71’(d,+,(a*)-Qe,+,(a*))+n’(Q,+,(a*)) 
= 4, l(a*) - et+ Ita*) + x’(Q,+ I(a*)). 
By Remark 2.2, the only term in Qt+ I(a*) not in M, is 
t-11 n+l+(Zn~i)(2n-i+l)/2(_~)(~~i)/2a*(~) 
=(_,)f(1--1)/2+Ia*(g)EA2n-iF*. 
SO 
x’((x’)~~ (a))=dl+I(a*)+(-1)“‘~“/2a*(~)+(-1)”’~1’/2f’ n’(a*({)) 
=d,+,(a*)+( -l)f(‘P1M2 a*(t) 
,(-l),,’ Cd,, lta*(4;)(v)) - (a*(M))*1 
+(-I) e--1)/2+1 a*((q 
= +a. 
Similarly (76-l (n’(a))=a for aEl\F*, a$M,. Thus rr’oC’= 
7c ‘-’ o rc’ = id and hence n’ is an isomorphism. 
Now to show that rc’ is a map of complexes, it is enough to show that 
(n’)-’ is. For aeM,, (n’)-‘(a)=a, d,(a)=g,(a)shfP,. So 
(n’))‘(g,(a))=d,((x’)-‘(a)). If a$Mt and aeAF*, then g,(a)=0 and 
d,[(n’)-’ (a)] = d,[d,+ ,(a*)] = 0. So (rc’)-’ o g, = d, 0 (7~‘)~‘. If a 4 M, and 
a E A F, d,((n’)-’ (a)) = d,(a) and 
(d);_‘, (g,(a)) = (d);_‘, (a*) = &(a**) = 4(a). 
Again, (n’)-’ o g,= d,o (&-I. So (z’))’ commutes with the boundary 
maps. This proves the claim. 
Now p: G, + M,, the trivial projection is a map of complexes. Let a E G,. 
If a E M,, then d,(p(a)) = d,(a) = p(g,(a)) = p(g,(a)). If a # M, and a E A F, 
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d,@(a)) = 0 and p(g,(a)) = p(O) = 0. Thus d, op = p 0 g,. So P is a complex 
map. Hence 7c = p 0 rr’ is also a map of complexes. Finally if a EM,, 
II 0 i(a) = rc(a) = a. Hence rr 0 i = id, and i: M -+ F splits as a map of com- 
plexes. 
Now we define the multiplication on M. 
DEFINITION 3.10. For any a, b EM, define a. b = ub = n(i(u) . i(b)). 
Even though the multiplication p defined on F is associative, it is not 
immediate that the multiplication on M defined in 3.10 is associative. We 
will prove this later. First we will show that p satisfies the differential con- 
dition making F an associative commutative differential graded algebra. 
We need some results from multilinear algebra. 
We now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let R be a noetheriun local ring and I be a 
Huneke-Ulrich ideal. Then the minimal resolution M of R/I admits an 
algebra structure. 
4. A DIGRESSION INTO PFAFFIANS AND SOME BINOMIAL IDENTITIES 
For UEI\~F and bEAqF*, the module operation b(u) is defined 
as follows: If d, p _ qCaj = xi ui 0 a; is the diagonalization of u into 
/jq F@ Ape-4 F, then b(u) = xi b(ui) .a:. The following properties of this 
module operation are useful. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 [B-E-3]. Let a E A F, b E A F*, and c E A F. Then 
(1) Zf d(b)=Cibi@bjE/jF*@/\F*, b(u~c)=C~(-l)~“g”.~~~~; 
b,(u) A b;(c). 
(2) If A(u)=~~u~@u;E~F@/\F, u(b)(c)=C(-l)‘d’gb+l)dega; 
ui A b(u; A c). 
(3) Ifdegu= 1, then 
u(b)(c) = a A b(c) + (- l)degb+ ’ b(u A c). 
(4) If deg b = 2n = rank F*, 
u(b)(c) = ( - 1)” c(b)(a), 
where 
v=(degu+degc)+degu.degc. 
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(5) Zf’degc=2n, 
a(h)(c) = a A h(c). 
(6) If’dega= 1, then,for all k3 1, 
a(q5’“‘) = a(b) A dck ‘I. 
Proof: Parts (l), (2), and (6) can be verified by induction. The rest (3), 
(4), (5) follow from (2). 
We would like to expand a pfaffian of a given order in terms of pfafhans 
of lower order. More generally, we have the following propositions whose 
proof can be found in [S-2]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 [S-2]. For any aE A* F*, andj>O, 
II j/2 1 
a(#(0) = C (_ 1 )k+ 1 a(& .k) A 4(k) + APi j) $(#(j -i)(a)), 
k=l 
where 4(n) = 0 if n < 0, and 7: F* -+ F is given hy q(x) = x(b). 
PROPOSITION 4.3 [S-2]. For any a E A’ F and all integers i, j, such that 
t+ j is even 
4 (n (r+1)/2) A a(~)(#L(i+.N21) 
i+t 
n- - 
L I 
=,& 2 
i 1 
j-w 
p-u- “9/y~)(a) * (jr+ W’)/Zl, 
j-wevcn - 2 
Remark. As a corollary to 4.3, if we let i = t = 0 and j= 2, 
b(“-‘)(c)(b) = @“‘(~). If X is the alternating matrix represented by 4, then 
this is the well-known “Laplace expansion” for pfaflians, c,‘” I XV.%& = 
G,Pf(X) where xjk is the signed pfaflian of the submatrix of x obtained by 
deleting jth and kth rows and the corresponding columns. 
For a sequence K= (k,, . . . . k,), Pf(K) denotes the pfaflian of the sub- 
matrix of X made up of the rows and columns in K. Also, X,= 
( -l)“cK)Pf((l, 2, . . . . 2n)\K), where v(K)=CiE,i+a(K)+ t(t- 1)/2 and 
a(K) is the permutation arranging k,, . . . . k, in ascending order. With this 
notation, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 give the following: 
(a) For any two sequences Z= (ii, . . . . i,,) and J= (j, , . . . . j,) in ascend- 
ing order 
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cl- 2 
Pf(Z,J)= 1 c (-l)(‘-q)‘2+l sign(o) PfV, W) fTf(J\ W), if P < 4 
r=O WC.! 
t- qcven lWl=t 
4 -2 
=fzo ;, C-1) (’ q)/2+1 sign(a) Pf(Z, W) Pf(.Z\W) 
IWI=f 
+(-1)J”P-1)/2det(Zx.Z), if p=q 
q-2 
=,x0 ,;, (-1) - (’ q)‘2+1 sign(o) Pf(Z, W) Pf(.Z\W) 
IWI=1 
+ (_ l)d4- 1112 c sign(r) Pf(Z) det((Z\Z) x J), if p> q, 
ZCI 
IZI=p-Y 
where det(Zx .Z) is the determinant of the submatrix of X made up of the 
rows in Z and columns in J, cr is the permutation that arranges ( W, J\ W) 
in ascending order, and r is the permutation arranging (Z, Z\Z) in ascending 
order. 
(b) 
= ,co c (-1)“+T+p(“~~~$~‘2) X,,,Pf(J\W), if ZnJZ0 
WcInJ 
r -leverI lWl=l 
X,Pf (Jh if ZnJ=O, 
where o and r are, respectively, the orders of the permutations arranging 
(I\ W, W) and ( W, J\ W) in ascending order. 
The following application of Proposition 4.2 is useful in our computa- 
tions and we state it in the form in which it will be used. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For any T E A’ F*, and any positive integer I, 
j- I 
k=C(~1),2, (-l) 
(,+k+l) (j-y- 1) T(p+l') A #i-k+,) 
=w$o t$o (-l)w+r(;~+) T(#(i+‘+‘)) A #--O 
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Proof By Proposition 4.2, for any TE AJ F*, and 1%. 2 0 
[/+I +W’- J/2] 
i--I+% 
= 1 (-I)(‘- k+ *‘-I 1) qp’l’) * pk+L!.l~ 
k= CC - 1)/21 
Therefore 
(_ 1)” q+(j+ lf w)) A $(l- ~1 
j-l 
= c (-l)(i-k+‘) qg’k+“) ,, ,$(j-k+/) 
k=C(i-I)/21 
j-1-w 
+ c (-l)j-k+* T(4(k+l)) ,, $(j-k+)) 
k=j 
j  -1 
= 1 
k= C(j- 1)!23 
we- 1 
+ 1 (-,)‘+I qd(j+l+‘l 
t=0 
) A @l-t) (;I;). 
Thus, 
j- 1 
= C (-l)(j-k+ll T(d(k+l)) ,, +$(j-k+/) 
k=C(I-‘Ml 
Hence, 
w$o (- 1)” i (- 1)’ qgl(j+l+r) 
t=o 
) A fp) (;I;) 
W’ = 0 
k=l(flll,21 (-i)(j-k+l) qp+l)) A d(j--k+/) 
=kzc~$lj12, ( i c’,“(‘T-“,‘?) (-l)j--k+l r(b(k+l)) ,., pk+/ 
bV=O 
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But 
j. (-l)w+r(:r:;)=(-l)~(‘-:-l)=6,,. 
Therefore 
j-l 
*=[(X),*] (-l)(jfk+‘) T(dJ 
(k+l)) h d(j-*+l)(i-k:z-l) 
=,jo & (-l)~+$-) T(p+‘+‘)) A fp) 
= y-(4”+ I+ 1) 1. 
This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.4. 1 
For any real number k, [k] denotes the largest integer less than or equal 
to k. The following binomial identity is very useful. We state it in the same 
notation, in which it 
PROPOSITION 4.5. 
2n+ 1 and l-s odd, 
will be used. 
For all non-negative integers n, s, p, I, with 1 <s < 
=(-I) , cs’2’ + l 6, s _ 1) 
where 
6 I,s- 1 -0  if Ifs-l 
= 1 lj- z=s- 1. 
First we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.6. For all n 2 0, 13 0, and p 2 0, 
jlo (-I)‘( n-p-j-l -p 
)G ) ‘-I 
=o 
n-j 
if l#n 
=(-1)” if l=n. 
Proof. Let C(n, p, 1) be the sum cJ’=O (-l)j(“-f:1$-‘)(,:5), so that 
we must show that C(n, p, I) = (- 1)” a,,,. When n = 0 
C(O, P, l)=( -pO- ‘)( :;)=f%,,. 
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Thus C(0, p, I) = (- 1)” 6,, for all p and 1. If p = 0, 
C(n,O,l)= i (-1)’ 
j=. (“2; ‘)G.“l> 
=(-1)” 
(“-II- l>(n:l> 
= ( - 1)” 6,,,. 
Hence the identity holds if either p = 0 or n = 0. By induction, assume 
C(n,q,l) = ( - 1)” 6,, if either m d n or q Q p. 
Consider 
Since I> 0, this becomes 
PI+1 
C(n+l,p,I)= c (-1)’ 
j=O ( 
n-n+;“5 I’>( 4:; 1’) 
-jgo (-I)‘( 
n-l-nF;P-l))(-yJ;l)) 
+ i (-1)’ 
( 
n-p-j-l -p 
j=O n-j >G > ‘-1 
C(n+1,p,I)=C(n+1,p-l,I)-C(n,p-1,~)+C(n,p,I) 
=(-ly+’ 4,,+,+(-l)“+%,n 
+ (- 1)” a,,, by inductions hypothesis. 
Thus C(n + 1, p, I) = (- I)“+ ’ 6,,,+ 1 as required. m 
Lemma 4.7 is essentially Proposition 4.4, stated in a more pleasant form. 
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LEMMA 4.7. For all n, t, p, k >, 0, 0 < t < n, 
j. ,-l,,+~(n-;~;-l )(“?$)=O if k#t 
= 1 if k=t. 
Proof. Let B(n, t, p, k) denote the sum on the left. When t = 0, 
B(n,O,p,k)=(n-ivl)(n_;iP)_O if k#O 
Thus B(n, 0, p, k) = 6,,. When t = 1, 
= 1 if k = 0. 
B(n, l,p,k)= -(“-~-‘)(“-p,-‘)+(n~p)(n~~~l) 
=o if k>l 
= 1 if k=l 
=-(n-p-l)+(n-p-l)=0 if k=O. 
Thus B(n, 1, p, k) = 6, 1. 
On the other hand, when n = 0 or 1, t must be < 1 and hence the identity 
holds for n = 0 or 1. Hence by induction, assume the identity for all integers 
<n. Consider 
-B(n, t-Lp,k) 
= B(n, t, p, k) + B(n - 1, t - 1, p, k) - B(n, t - 1, p, k). 
SO 
B(n + 1, t, p, k)= B(n, t, p, k)- B(n, t - 1, p, k)+ B(n- 1, t- 1, p, k). 
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Thus, if t d n, then 
B(n + 1, t, P, k) = Sk,, - Sk,, , + Sk,, , 
= 6k3, 
as required. 
Now, when t=n+ 1 
B(n + 1, t, p, k) = B(n + 1, n + 1, p, k) 
=S k,n+l, 
by Lemma 4.6. Thus B(n + 1, t, p, k) = Sk,n+, for all p, k and t. This 
finishes the induction. 1 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. Since I - s is odd and j - I is even, we have 
j-Z=s-1 (mod2). Alsosinces-l-jandj-Iareeven, 
and 
j-i j+l 1+1 -=-- -=py-[$I]. 
2 2 2 
Leti=[(j+l)/2], t=[s/2],andk=[(I+1)/2].Thenj<s-l,i<t.With 
this transformation the sum on the left of the identity becomes 
p- j+l [ 1 -- 2 
s-(j+ 1) 
2 
1 n-p- ! II 2 
)i - i 
j-i 
2 
by Lemma 4.7. 
But 
k=t+$]=[;] 
oz=s-1, 
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since 1 -s is odd. So, (- l)‘+’ 8k,l = (- 1)csi21+1 6,,,- 1. This proves our 
identity. 1 
The following binomial identity is a special case of Lemma 4.7. 
COROLLARY 4.8. For all w and t, 
j. (-l)~+y)i”-I+‘)=O if t>o 
= 1 if t=o. 
5. THE ALGEBRA STRUCTURE ON F 
In order to establish that the multiplication p defined in 3.1 gives an 
algebra structure on the complex F, it remains to see that p satisfies 
the boundary condition, i.e., for any a, bE F, d(a.b)=d(a) .b+ 
(-,)dw a. d(b). It suffices to check this in the generic case since the 
multiplication on the complex F is “natural.” We need to go up to the 
generic situation only for the case where both a and b are in A F. In this 
case the product a. b is trivial but showing d(a)b + ( - l)dega a . d(b) = 0 is 
considerably complicated. This is treated in Case 3 of Proposition 5.3 and 
Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. 
To begin with we have the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. If aEA\‘FEF,, b=e*EF*EF,, then 
d,, ,(a. b) = d,(a)b + (- 1)’ ad,(b). 
Proof. By rule (3) of 3.1, 
a.b= -e*(a ,, 4((r--i+l)/2 )+e*(a)E/\‘F@/\‘-’ Fc-F,,~. 
SO 
d,+,(ab) = ( -l)t+l Y(e*(a A q6((‘-i+1)/2)))- Q,+l(e*(a A ~$((‘-~+l)/*))) 
+ (- 1)’ CY(e*(a)) + g A e*(a)1 + Q,, l(e*(a)). 
But 
y(e*(a A /p-i+ lV29) 
= -[e*(y(a) h d((l--i+lW) )+e*(g A a A ~((‘-i-1)/2))]. 
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so, 
d,+l(ab)= (-1)’ [e*(Y(u) A ~$((‘--~+‘)!~))+e*(g A a A f$((‘-’ -‘)“))] 
+ (- 1)’ [ Y(e*(a)) + g A (e*(u)) - Q,, ,(e*(a A q4(‘f-i+‘)‘2)))] 
+ Q,+ l(e*(a)). (51.1) 
Now, 
d,(a)b+(-l)‘ad,(b) 
=(-l)‘+‘(gAtZ+ Y(u))+Ql(U)b+(-l)'Ud,(b) 
=(-1) ‘+le*cg A u A +((I--i--1)/2)+ ytu) A ~((~--i+1)/2)) 
+(-l)‘+’ e*(g A a + Y(a)) + et(u) A e* + (- 1)’ ug(e*). (5.1.2) 
Note that (5.1.2) holds even if i= t - 1. From (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) 
~,+1(~~)-(~,(~)~+(-1)‘~~,(~)) 
=(-1)'gA e*(u)+(-l)'e*(gA U) 
+(-l),+l de*) + Qt+ ‘(e*(a)) 
-Q,+,(e*(u A ~((f-i+1)'2)))-Q,(u) A e*. 
Since e*(g A a) =e*(g)u-g A e*(u), we get 
d,+,(ub)-d,(u)b+(-l)‘+‘ud,(b) 
= Q,+,(e*(u))-Q,, I(e*(u A c,d"'pi"'~2'))-Q,(u) A e*. 
So we just need to show that for any e* E F*, 
Q,+l(e*(u A qd((t--i+‘J’2)))+ Q,(u) A e*-Ql+,(e*(u))=O. 
Now, 
Q,, l(e*(a A +((‘- i+')/2)))- Qr+l(e*(u)) 
- i t-11 (n+l+j(j+1)/2) 
j=O 
j+ teven 
n i+j-1 1 
2 
i 1 t-i+1 
(d(n-(i+i-1)/2)A e*(u))(<) 
2 
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= j$o (-l)n+l+Ai+lw (e*(a) A 4(n-(i+j- IV))(<) 
.i + f even 
+ i (-l)n+l+j(j+l)/2+i 
j-0 
j+reven 
i+j+l 
n-- 
2 
X 
i i 
t-i-l 
(a A e*(p-(i+i-w2) )N5) 
2 
i+j+l 
= ,co (-l)(n+l+j(i+1)/2) n-2 
j+zeven 
i i 
t-i-1 
e*@ /\ @n-(i+i-‘)/2) 
)(5) 
2 
e* A (a A p(i+i- 1)/Z) NO, 
j+ * even 
by (6) of Theorem 4.1. 
A 
If t is odd, then j 2 1 and if t is even and j= 0, a A qV-(i- 1)~) E 
‘*+ “F= 0. Thus we get 
Q,, l(e*(e ,, #(‘-i+ 1)/2) 
I)- Qt, ‘(e*(a)) 
= j$l (-ly+l+i(i+l)/2 
j+teven 
n i+j+l 
2 
X 
i i 
t-i- 1 
e* h (a A $(n-(i+j-1)/Z) 
MO 
2 
= jzo (-l)n+l+(i+l)(i+2)/2 
j+t-leven 
i+j+2 
n-- 
2 
X 
t i 
t-i-l 
e* A (a A ~(n-(i+i)D))(~) 
2 
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= 1 (-1)"t 1+/c/+ 1v2+1 
j=O 
, + , - 1 even 
X (a A fp’” (it j)/2))(() A e* 
= -Qt(u) A e*. 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.1. fl 
LEMMA 5.2. Let a E Ai FE F, and h = 1 E F2. Then 
d,+,(ah)=d,(a)h+(-l)‘ad,(h). 
Proof: By rule (4) of 3.1, 
( t-i-1 ah= n-t+--- 2 > a-(n---l)a A ~((~--i+lM2) 
qj’FO/\‘+’ FcF~+~ 
( 
t-i-l d,+,(ah)= n--t+----- 
2 > 
cc-l)“‘((Y(a)+ g A a)) + et+2ca,1 
-(n-t-l)[(-l)'+3(y(,,~((z-i+1)/2))) 
+ Q,+2(a A ~(+i+1)‘2))]. (5.2.1) 
And 
d,(a)h+(-1)‘ad2(h)=(-1)‘+‘(Y(a)+g~a)h+Q,(a)h+(-1)‘a~Y 
=(-ly+l n-r+t-:+-l 
K > 
Y(a) 
- (n - t) Y(Q) /y p-i+l)m 1 
+(-l)‘+’ I( 
f-i-l 
n--t+- 
2 > 
gAa 
-(n-t)g~ a~ @((r--i-‘)‘2) 
I 
+Qr(a)h 
+(-1)’ Y(a)+(-l)‘+l Y(a/\ pr-;+1)‘2)). 
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Thus 
d,(a)h+(-l)W,(h)=(-l)‘+’ n-t+y 
[( (Y(a)+s*a) 1 
+(-1)1+2 [(n- t-l)(Y(a) A p-i+l)‘y 
+ g A a A qw- 1)‘2q + Ql(U)h. (5.2.2) 
Again, we note that (5.2.2) holds for i = t - 1 also. From (5.2.1) and (5.2.2), 
we get 
d,+,(ah) - d,(u)h + (- 1y+ l u&(h) 
+ (n- t- 1) Q,+2(u A q+(*-i+1)‘2))-Q,(a)h. (5.2.3) 
Thus 
d,+,(uh) - d,(u)h + (- 1y+ l ad,(h) 
= n-t+----- ( t-i-l > 
r+1 
2 1 t-11 
n+l+j(j+l)/2 
j=O 
j+ieven 
i+j n---l 
2 
X 
i i 
t-i+1 
b(n-(i+iW) A u(t) 
2 
1+1 
-(n-t-l) 1 (-l)n+l+Aj+l)/2 
j=O 
i + j  even 
~(~(~-(~+l+j)P) * u h #N-i+ 1)/2) 
NO 
i+j 
t-1 n---l 
- jzo (-l)n+l+i(i+lV2 2 
t !  
t-i-l 
i+ jeven 2 
x t+l-j 
( > 
- (d(n-(i+iP) A u)(l) 
2 
= j$o (-1) n+l+j(j+l)/Z d(n-(i+i)D) A g()wj, 
j+ieven 
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where 
Ii 
i+j 
t-i-l 
II--- 1 
2 
t+-j- 
t-i+1 
?+I-j - 
( > 2 
i+j --- 
2 
t-i-l 
t+l-j +- ( ) 2 
L 
= 0. 
Thus d,+,(ah 
2 
) = d,(a)h + (- 1)’ d,(a)h. 1 
t-i-l 
2 > 
i+j 
-> 2 
i+j I-__- 
2 
t-i-l 
2 
i+j --- 
2 
t-i-l 
2 
i+j --- 
2 
t-i-l 
i+j n-- 
2 
t-i+1 
2 1 
t-i+1 
2 
t-i+1 ( > 2 
i+j 
n-- 
2 
i i 
t-i+ 1 
2 
i+j 
n-- 
2 t 11 t-i+1 2 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The multiplication ,u on F, satisfies the boundary condi- 
tion; viz. for a EF,, beFs, d,+,(a.b)=d,(a)b+(-l)‘ad,(b). 
ProojI Whenever there is no danger of confusion we will drop the 
subscript and write d for d,. Clearly, it is enough to show the condition 
for basis elements of A FOA F* ZJ F. 
There are three possibilities: 
Case 1. a, be/\ F*. 
Case2. aEI\FandbEI\F*oraEI\F*andbEl\F. 
Case 3. a, b E A F. 
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Case 1. a E Ai F* E F,, b E AjF* c F,. In this case p is just the multi- 
plication in divided power algebra. Thus, 
d(a . b) = d 
t-i+s-j 
2 = 
i i 
s-j 
[YAaAb+g(ar\b)] if i+j#tSs 
2 
= g(a A b) if i+ j=t+s. 
Also, if i+j#t+s, 
d(a)b+(-l)‘ad(b) 
= (Y A a + g(a))b + (- 1)’ a( Y A b + g(b)) 
t-i+s-j-2 
2 = 
t-i 
s-j 
2 
YAaAb+ 
t-i+s-j 
2 
t-i 
s-j 
2 
da) A b 
And if i+j=t+s, then i=t, j=s and 
d(a)b+(-l)‘ad(b)=g(a)b+(-l)‘ag(b) 
=g(a) A b+(-l)‘U A g(b) 
= g(a A b), 
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since t + i is even. Thus 
d(ab) = d(u)b + ( - 1)’ ad(h) 
in this case. 
Case 2. Without loss of generality, we may take a E A-’ Fc F, and 
bEjjjF*cF,. By rule (5), b=rb,b2...b,, where b,EE=(e:,...,e,*,h}. 
We write b = b,b;, where 6; = rb2, . . . . b,, so that deg, 6, = 1 or 2 and 
deg, b; < deg, b, =s. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, the boundary condition is 
verified if s = 1 or if s = 2 and b = h. By induction, assume the result is true 
if deg, b <s. Now, by associativity of F (Theorem 3.7), 
d(a. 6) = d(a(b, b;)) = d((abI)b;) 
=d(ab,)b; + (- l)r+degFbl ab, d(b;), by induction hypothesis 
= [d(a)b, + (- l)‘ad(b,)] 6; 
+ (- l)r+degFb’ ab, d(b;), by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 
=d(a)(b,b;)+(-1)’ [ad(b,)b;+(-l)d”gFbiab,d(b;)] 
= d(a)b + (- 1)’ ad(b), by Case 1. 
Thus d(ub) = d(u)b + (- 1)’ ad(b) in this case also. 
Case 3. Let aEA\ FG t;, and bEAi PC F,. In this case the product 
ub= 0. Ironically, this case is much harder to settle. First we will do a 
quick reduction. 
CLAIM. It suffices to show that d(u)b + ( - 1)’ ad(b) = 0 for b = 1 E F, 
ProofofCluim. Assumed(a)b+(-l)‘udb=Oifb=lEF,. 
Let b E A’ F_c F, be arbitrary. We must show that d(a)b + 
(- l)‘ud(b) = 0. We will go up to the generic case and show that this 
is indeed true in F. Since F is just ‘FOR R and the multiplication p is 
“natural” (in other words, one can write that p = fi@~ l), it suffices to 
check in the generic case. We just need the fact that i’“‘(t) is a nonzero 
divisor in w. From here on, we will omit the . Now let c = 1 E F, . 
(d(aP) d(c) = d(a)(Wc)) 
=d(a)(( - l)‘+’ d(b)c) by assumption 
=(-l)“+‘d(u)d(b)c 
= - (d(u)c) d(b) 
= +(( - l)‘+l ad(c)) d(b) 
=(-l)‘+‘ud(b)d(c). 
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Thus (d(a)b + (- 1)’ ad(b)) d(c) = 0. But d(c) = (- l)n+l $‘“‘(<) which is a 
nonzero divisor. Hence d(a)b + ( - 1)’ ad(b) = 0. This proves the claim. 
Thus we just need to show that 
d(a)b=(-l)‘+‘ad(b) if h=lEF1 
= ( - 1)’ UPS(X), 
where X is the alternating matrix represented by 4. 
This is what we do in the next two lemmas and the result is obtained in 
Lemma 5.5. 1 
LEMMA 5.4, Let a E Ai FE Fs, h = 1 E F1, so that s - i is odd. Then 
s-1 rcs 1)/21 min{i,j) 
d(u)h= 1 
j-o 
pTo c (-ly+n+r(i lm 
I-0 
i+ jisevcn 
x[-p;~~l-~)[-4g 
i+j 
n--- 1 
2 
X 
i: i s-i-l 
b(n-(i -~P)(~;‘J~) A #(P- rr/zi). 
2 
ProoJ: 
d(u)b=(-1)‘+‘(y(u)+g~u)h+Q,(u)b=Q,(u)b. 
SO, 
d(u).b=Q,(u)-h 
s - 1 
= C (-l)n+l+j(i+lW 
j-o 
if jevcn 
(4’” -(i+iP) * u)(() .b. 
Applying Corollary 3.5 for 4”’ (i+j)/2)~u(t)~ ~jF*~F~andb=l~F~, 
where [d(n-(i+i)i2) ,, u(<)].h((” -i- 1112) is simply 4'". (i+i)/2) ,, a(t),~F~;., 
we get 
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.s- 1 
d(u).b= C (-l)(~+l+/(i+l)/z) 
j=O 
i+ ieven 
x i (hp- 
k= t(i+ I)/21 
i-tj 
2 
s-i- 1 
2 
X(-l)Ai+l)12+k (,j@-(i+j)/*) ,, a)(<)(+W)), by Corollary 3.5 
s-1 
= c (-l)n+l i (-1)” 
j=O k= C(j+ I)/21 
T.(@k’) .)+C-i-1)/2) 
J 3 
where Tj = (+‘“- (i+iM2) A a)(<) E l\iF*, 
By Corollary 3.6, this becomes 
s-1 
da.b= C i (-l)“+‘+k 
j=O k= C(j+ 1)/2] 
i+jeven 
yyb(k)) A #(i-k+r+l) 
s-1 
1 
+ c (-ly+l 
j=O 
i+jevcn 
k-,$1),2, (-I)” 
(5.4.1) 
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But by Proposition 4.4, 
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I- 1 
k=~~~1),21 (-l)i+k+* T(ti(k+*)) ,, ~(j-k+~)(‘k~lel) 
= j, j .  T(p+‘+ 1’) A 4” -t) 
for TE AjF*. 
However, 
j, (-1)“+1(:_:)=(-1)‘(1-:-1)=0 
unless 1 = t. Therefore 
j-l 
k=l(~1),21 (-l)j+k+l Tj(4 
(ktl)) A m(j-k+ij(l’:‘-‘) 
=(-I)/+/ Tj(#(j+/+*))= Tj(d(i+f+*)), 
Thus 
i Tj(4(k)) ,, ,$(j--k+r+l) 
k= C(i+ IV21 
= (-1)’ Tj(p+r+*)). 
Therefore 
s .- 1 (s- 1-j)/2-1 
da.b= 1 
j=O 
,To (-l)n+*+j+r+* 
i+Jcvcn 
s- 1 j- 1 
+ c c (-l)“+l+k+l 
ijJ~eten k=CU 1)/V 
(5.4.2) 
481/137!2-15 
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Let k=j+r, then r=(s-1-j)/2-l*k=(s-11+)/2-l and 
. T  -- 1 
da.b= c (-1)” 
j=O 
i+ jeven 
(Jpl+j)/2- I 
kz (-Ilk 
I 
i+j 
j-1 n---l 
+ 1 (-1y 2 
k= C(i- I)/21 
i i 
s-i-l 
2 
s- 1 (s - 1 + iI/2 ~ 1 
= c c (-l)“-” 
j=O k= C(i- 1Wl 
Now letting p = k - [(j- 1)/2], so that 
Hence 
s-l C(s- 1)/21 n 
(da)b= c n+p+C(j--1M23 
j=O ,:, (-l) 
i+ jeven 
i 
i + j --- 
2 
s-i-l 
j-l 
n-2-p- - 
2 
X [ 1 l - s- lj 2 1 Tit4 b+C(j-11/21+1) ). 
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Now 
Tj(d (~+l+C(j--1)/21) - ) _ (d(“- (i+AP) A a)((g(d(p+ 1+ CC- WI)) 
= (4’” U+jV) A .)(()(~C(j+~V21), 
where m=2p+ 1. 
By the formula in Proposition 4.3, 
min(i,j,2p+ 1) 
Tj(4 
(fl+i+r(i-1vi))= 1 
I=0 
j-leven 
x d(n +~)/2)(4)(a) h #(VP+ 1 I)/21 
i+ 1 
minji, j} 
n-p- - 
= z. 
[ I 2 ! - i j-l j-/even 2 
x @-(i “/2’(5)(4 * (j(P- CV21). 
Thus 
S 1 [(s-1)/2] i 
da.b=jTo ,r; c (-l)n+p+r(j--1m 
I=0 
LEMMA 5.5. Let acl\’ FE F, and b = 1 E F,. 
Then d(a)b=(-l)“+“a.~(“‘(<). 
ProoJ: We prove this by descending induction on deg a = i. Also, as 
explained in Case 3 of Proposition 5.3 it suffices to prove this in the generic 
case. We will omit the -. Thus R=Z[X, Y]. 
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Case 1. Let i= s- 1. Then by the Lemma 5.4, 
s-l [(s- I)/21 i 
d(a).b=j;o pGo 1 (-l)p+‘1+c’ip’)‘21 
I=0 
x#-(s-l-l)/2) (t)(a) A #(p- cr’21). 
By Proposition 4.5, this sum is zero except when p = [(s - 1)/2] and 
Z=s-I. Thus, we put p= [(s- 1)/2]= [Z/2]. Hence, j=s- 1 and 
[(j-1)/2]=p+s (mod2). 
d(a)b= (- l)p+“+p+s qS’“‘(t)(a) 
=(-l)“+“a.d(“)(() 
as required. 
Now let ae Ai FE F3. If s = 1, the result holds by Case 1. So assume it 
is true for all deg, a < s. Also since by Case 1, the result is true for i = s - 1, 
assume by induction it is true for all deg a> i. We may assume that 
ae/j\‘F is a basis element. The trick is to write the d(a)b in terms of 
products of the types for which we have already verified the boundary 
condition. In other words, we will write a = xi aibi + ci where ai E A F, 
bi E A F* or b, = 1 E F, and deg(ci) > i and r E R is a nonzero divisor. Let 
ci=aeA\‘FsF,-, and let i=aEAiFcFi+, and b’ E A’ F* G F2 be such 
that b’(a) = 0. Recall h = 1 E F2. Now using Corollary 3.6 to compute Li . h, 
we get 
(n-y) a=$)-(n-s+ l)d A #((s-i--1)/2). 
If 2n + 1 = s + i, computing d . b’((“-‘- ‘)“) using Corollary 3.6, we get 
((s-i- 1)/2) 
This is enough to finish the proof as illustrated by the following computa- 
tions. Recall that R=Z[X, Y]. 
s-i- 1 n-s+l+- 
2 > 
a-((n--+l)a~~“~-‘-“‘~‘~F,. 
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Thus we have 
(n-y) d(a).b=l[d[~.h+(n-s+l)aA~(‘s-‘-“’2)]]b 
=l[d(f?.h)b+(-l)“+“qV”‘(<) 
x tn--+ lJa A d((s-i-l)D)] by Case 1 
=l[[d(ci)h+(-1)“-2Ci.d(h)]b 
+ (-l)s+n (n-s+ l)p’([)a * p-w)] 
by Case 2 of Proposition 5.3 
=,[(-1)“-Z’“a~(n’(5).h 
+0+(-1)~+~(,-,+1)q+“‘(~)aA~(+-‘)’~)] 
by induction on s and associativity 
=(-1)“‘“~‘“‘(5)[a.h+(n-s+ l)a * p--i--y 
+q+l)‘+“p(~)a, 
by definition. 
Thus d(a)b = (- l)s+n #(“)(t)a for all a. This proves the Lemma 5 and 
completes the proof of Proposition 5.3. 1 
6. ALGEBRA STRUCTURE ON M 
Suppose we have a non-minimal resolution G and the minimal resolution 
.A? of a cyclic module, with G = A’ @ N, as complexes. Then any algebra 
structure on G will induce a multiplication on A which will be com- 
mutative, satisfy the boundary condition, but, in general, not associative. 
Of course if the multiplication on G, when restricted to 4, stays in A’, i.e., 
for a, b E A? s G, a * b E A’, then the induced multiplication will be 
associative. But this is clearly too much to hope. The following theorem 
gives a weaker sufficient condition for the induced multiplication on the 
minimal resolution to be associative. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let % = A @ M be a direct sum of complexes, and let 
P, and P, be the projections onto A? and N, respectively. Suppose 8 has 
an algebra structure, given by a multiplication *. Then * induces an algebra 
structure on A, provided, for all a E A, the composition, 
%hvx.&?” %,&/v-L %A.,& 
is zero. Here * , denotes the restriction of * to A? x A’ G % x 8. (Here we 
suppress the inclusion iM: & -+ 9 and i,: .N + %.) 
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ProoJ Define J%? x ~2’ + *M JY as follows. For a, h E k!‘, 
a*,b=P,(a*b). 
Since a * b = ( - 1 )degu’degh b * a, *M is commutative. Also, 9 = J%’ @ ,4” as 
complexes, P, and the inclusion are maps of complexes. Hence 
d(a *,,,, b) = d(P,(a * b)) = P,(d(u * b)) 
= P,(d(a) * b + (- l)dego a * d(b)) 
= P,(d(a) * b) + (- l)dega P,&a * d(b)). 
Since a, b E A’, d(u), d(b) E A. 
So, d(a*,b)=d(u)*,b+(-l)d”g”u*Md(b). So *M satisfies the dif- 
ferential conditions. Now, consider, a, b, c E A. Then 
a*,(b*, c) = PM(a * (b *M c)) 
= P,da * (Pdb * c))) 
= P,(a * ((b * c) - P,(b * c))) 
= P,Ja * (b * c) - a * (P,(b * c))) 
= P,(u * (b * c)) - P,,Ju * (P,(b * c))). 
Since the composition 
&4?XA?-L F-%PNd 92’ 
is zero, 
so 
Thus 
P,(a * (P,(b * c))) = 0. 
a*,(b*, c) = P,(a * (b * c)) for all a, b, c E A. 
a*,(b*, c) = P,(a * (b * c)) 
= P&(a * b) * c) by associativity of * 
= (a *,,,, 6) *M c. 
This shows that *,+, is associative. Thus, * induces an algebra structure *,,,, 
on JZ. 1 
Here we are in a similar situation. We have a non-minimal resolution F 
and the minimal resolution M is a subcomplex of F. The multiplication of 
M defined in 3.10 is precisely the one induced by the multiplication p on 
F. We can now apply Theorem 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The multiplication on F induces an algebra structure 
on M. 
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Proof: By Proposition 3.9, the inclusion i: M -+ F splits as a map of 
complexes and rc: F -+ M, defined in 3.8, is the projection map. Write 
F = MO N with n: F + M the projection onto M and P,: F + N the 
projection onto N. 
Note that 
N,=O for t<n 
= & AiF* ‘0’ l\‘F if tan. 
i=2n f i=2n-- f+l 
So if a E N, z F,, then deg a > 2n - t. Also, the inclusion of N + F, which 
splits is the map (n’)- ’ restricted to N (where (71’) ’ is defined in 3.9). 
Thus for XE N, aE F, a.x= a[(n’) ’ (x)]. Recall that (x’)-’ (x)=x if 
XEAF or XEM and (n’)-‘(x)=d,+i(x*) if XEAF*~N,. For con- 
venience, we will denote the multiplication in this special case by *. Thus 
if a E F and x E N the product is a * x = a((n’) l/(x)). Note that we continue 
to denote p(a, 6) = a. b = ab for all a, b E F. Now, by Theorem 6.1, we just 
need to verify that for any a E M, the composition 
MxMA .?v F---+N”‘F&M 
is zero. In other words, for any a EM, and for all b, c E M, we must show 
that 
n(a * P,(bc)) = 0. 
First we make the following observation. 
CLAIM. Zf b E A F n N, then a * b E N for aN a E F and in particular 
z(a * b) = 0. 
Proof of Claim. Let b E Ai F be an element of N, E F,. Now, a * b = 
a( (n’) ’ (b)) = ah. Then if a E A F, a . b = 0 E N. So let a E A’ F* c F,T. By 
the definition of p, a. b = C;L:?i ck, where ck E A F, Since b E N, we have 
i>2n-t. So i-j>2n-t-jZ2n-t-s. Thus degc,>2n-(t+s) for all 
k. Hence a. b EN as claimed. 
Now to show that n(a * P,(bc)) = 0, we have three cases. 
Case 1. Let b, CGA F. Then bc=O and hence n(a .P,(bc))=O. 
Case 2. One of b or c is an element of A F. Then bc E A F, So, 
P,(bc) = n’(bc) - z(bc) E A Fn N. Then by our claim n(a * P,(bc)) = 0. 
Case 3. b, c E A F* and a E M,. If bc E M, then P,(bc) = 0 and we are 
through. So, let bc E A’ F* G F,y and bc # M, SJ that j > 2n - s. Then 
P,(bc) = z’(bc) - z(bc) = (- l)s(s- ‘v’+~ be(q)* + w, 
where w  E A Fn N. Then, 
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a * P,(bc)= (-1),(,-‘)‘2+‘,.((,‘)-’ (&(?)*))+a * w  
= (_ l)“‘“- 1w+n a.(ds+,(bc(r)))+Q* u’ 
=(_l)s(.r--l)/*+n+I(dt+s+, (a. (H?))) - d,(a). (Wtl))) + a * w. 
If a E A F, then a. (k(q)) = 0 and by the claim above, 
7c(u * P,(bc)) = (- l)r+“+S(A-“‘2 ?r(d,(a). (be)(q)). (62.1) 
If a E Ai F* E F,, then by the above claim, 
44+,+1 (u((bc)(?))))=d,+,+,(n(u.bc(rl))). 
But, since 2n - j - i 2 2n -s - t, ~(a. k(q)) = 0. So again, 
7c(u * P,(bc)) = (- I)‘+n+(S(S- l)+ l)‘* 7c(d,(u). be(q)). (6.2.2) 
Finally, 
d,(U) -bC(f,l) = 1 Wk, wk E A” F. 
Min(k)w,#O) is at least 2n-j-t+1 if aEA\F and 2n-j-i-1 if 
a~// F*. In either case, 
mi&(k(wk#0}>2n-j-t+1>2n-s-t+1=2n-(s+1+t-1)+1. 
Hence, from (6.2.1) and (6.2.2), we get 
z(u * P&bC)) = ?z(d,(a) . be(n)) = 0. 
This verifies the required condition of Theorem 6.1. So A4 has an algebra 
structure. [ 
Thus we have proved, 
THEOREM 6.3. Let R be a noetheriun commutative local ring and I a 
Huneke-Ulrich ideal of grade 2n - 1 (given by F= RZ”, 4 E A2 F, and 
y E F*). Then the minimal resolutions of R/I admit an algebra structure. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let R be a commutative noetherian local ring with 
maximal ideal m and residue field k. Let I be a Huneke-Ulrich ideal as 
above. Then the tor algebra, TorR(R/I, k) decomposes us 
Tork(R/I, k)=H & Ek, 
k=l 
where E is the divided power algebra over R generated by (e:, . . . . ez,,, h) 
with deg e: = 1 and deg h = 2 and H is an E-module which is itself trivial as 
an R-algebra. 
Finally, we have the following surprising binomial identity as a conse- 
quence of the algebra structure on F. 
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COROLLARY 6.5. Let i, s, n, p, 1 be integers such 
p<[(s-1)/2]<n, andizI=s-lmod2. Then 
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that 0 < [i/2], [I/2], 
i+j 
:$ (-l)r(j-lm “~-~-T’ 
s-- l- jcven i I, 2 
i-l [ 1 n-p-2- 
!-I( ’ 
j-l 
n-p- - 
2 [-I\ 2 X 
j-l s-l-j 
2 2 I 
= 0, if l#i#2por2p+ 1 and 
=(-l)PC(i- 1)/21 if I=i=2por2p+l. 
Proof. In the complex F associated to a 4 and Y as above, consider an 
element a E Ai Fc_ F, and b = 1 E F,. Since p defines an algebra structure 
on F, d(a)b+(-l)“ad(b)=d(asb)=O. Hence d(a)b=(-l)“+‘+“+‘a~ 
#“)(l). By Proposition 5.4, this becomes 
i+j 
s -1 Cb- 1)/21 i n---l 
= 
i 
2 
j=O 
s+l- jcven 
. i 
x;;;;;;(y:i$fl 
Xp (i ‘““(5)(4 // #P- CU21) 
= (- l),V+n ljW(&z. 
Hence the only nonzero term in the sum on the left which survives 
corresponds to p = [1/Z] and i = 1. Thus, fixing I and p, we get 
i+j 
s- 1 
n---l 
C (-l)C(i-1)Pl 2 
.+(=O s-i- 1 
j  even 
i !  2 
p-2- Jq [ 1 
)! 
n-p 
s-j-l 
2 
[ 
i-l -- 
2 
j-l 
2 
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= 0, if I#ior 5 #p 
[I 
=(-l)s+p, if,‘l [I I i 5 = z =p. 
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